Word Puzzle

I am listening to instrumental music. Can you help me identify some instruments?

```
B V I O L I N
E S N N U M C
L I C A G L E
L T D I U E L
H A R P I T L
A R U O T U O
C Y M B A L S
E L S A R F U
```

Learning Outcome: Identifies words and their spellings.
Antonyms are words that mean the opposite.

“Sipo played faster __________ and faster __________ and the huge __________ animal danced faster __________ and faster __________. Sipo stopped __________ playing and the huge __________ animal went into __________ the thick __________ forest. Her auntie was very quiet __________. She never __________ shouted __________. And she often __________ said, “Sipo is a good __________ girl!”

AND HERE’S A LIST OF WORDS THAT ARE OPPOSITE IN MEANING TO THOSE IN ITALICS. REPLACE THOSE WORDS WITH THEIR ANTONYMS AND HAVE FUN READING!

bad, always, rarely, whispered, slower, started, came out of, thin, tiny, noisy
Antonyms

Here are two sets of words that mean the opposite. Can you match them?

support •
claim •
mild •
obsolete •
bright •
health •
confirm •
attack •
sluggish •
quiet •

harsh •
dingy •
cancel •
defend •
drop •
active •
renounce •
noise •
disease •
modern •
I have a small passage from a story. Some descriptive words have been left out. Could you fill them up from the list given?

Whenever Granny made _______ or _______ fudge, she gave me some to take to the gardener’s son.

It was no use taking him _______ duck or _______ chicken. But he liked sweets, made with _______ milk and sugar, as well as Granny’s _______ English sweets.

Granny was _______ for her pickles made from _______ mangoes. She also made _______ lime pickle and _______ chutneys.
Force

Complete the sentences with appropriate words by writing them in the space provided.

1. To open a drawer, you have to ____ the handle.
   □ U □ □

2. Force can change the ______ of a moving body.
   □ □ □ E □ □ □ □

3. We cannot move an object without applying ______.
   □ □ □ C □

4. Force can be applied to stop the ______ of bodies.
   □ □ □ V □ □ □ □

5. Force can be used to change the ______ of movement.
   □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

6. Force applied on a plastic bottle changes its ______.
   □ □ □ A □ □

7. Force applied on an elastic band ______ it.
   □ □ □ T □ □ □ □ □ □

8. Changing of shape is known as ______.
   □ □ □ □ F □ □ □ □ □ □
Structure of the Earth

Read the sentences and state if they are 'True' or 'False'.
Put a tick mark against the options.

- The Earth is made up of layers of different forms of rocks. True False
- Continental crust is thinner than oceanic crust. True False
- The hottest layer of the Earth is the mantle. True False
- The crust is made up of a layer of solid rock. True False
- The inner core is in a liquid state. True False
- Molten rock is called magma. True False
- The core makes up most of the Earth's interior. True False
- The rocks in the mantle are in a molten form. True False
- The crust is made up of pieces joined together. True False
- The plates of the crust are fixed and do not move. True False